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‘T here is no kind of dishonesty into which otherwise good people
more easily and frequently fall than that of defrauding the
government.” -- Benjamin Franklin

After a Union general had been captured in March 1863, President Abraham Lincoln famously commented
that he didn’t really care about losing generals because he could make more of them with his signature.  What he
wanted back were the horses, because they cost $125 each.

If money is the sinews of war, as Cicero wrote, then fraud schemes such as bid-rigging, bribery and embez-
zlement are the cancers that thwart victory.  With its staggering level of fraud, any analysis of Civil War spending
could just as likely be titled Civil War Corruption.  Recent allegations of fraudulent expenditures in the Iraq War
are no match for those during the Civil War, when corrupt contractors “shamelessly hurried to the assault on the
Treasury, like a cloud of locusts.”

The massive fraud fueled the controversial and unpopular war.  People were horrified to hear the extent of
the greed, usually at the soldiers’ expense.  In the words of Colonel Henry S. Olcott, a Union officer assigned to
ferret out fraud: 

“Men there were by the hundred thousand, ready to take the field; but, to uniform them, cloth had
to be woven, leather tanned, shoes, clothing, and caps manufactured.  The canvas to shelter them had to
be converted from the growing crop into fabrics.  To arm them the warehouses and armories of Europe,
as well as of this country, had to be ransacked.  All considerations of business caution had to be subordi-
nated to the imperious necessity for haste.  If it was the golden hour of patriotism, so was it equally that
of greed, and, as money was poured by the million, by the frugal, into the lap of the government, so was
there a yellow Pactolus diverted by myriad streamlets into the pockets of scoundrels and robbers—offi-
cial and otherwise.  The public necessity was their opportunity, and they made use of it.”

(The Pactolus River in Turkey was famous in ancient times for the particles of gold in its sands, which, according to
legend, was due to Midas having bathed there.)

All manner and means of fraud occurred during the war, the government stuck “paying ruinous prices.”  In
the East and North most expenses were for manufactured items; in the West and Southwest: animals, forage and
transportation.

The U. S. Government purchased an incredible array and volume of goods, including food, clothes and
medicine.  A sample of a few 1863 purchases included:  

8,000,000 flannel shirts and trousers;
7,000,000 pair of stockings; 
325,000 mess pans;
207,000 camp kettles;
13,000 drums and 14,830 fifes. 
For a six month period in 1861, 1,903,000 arms were purchased.

“The problem of the war was not men, but money,” wrote Ohio Senator John Sherman (the general’s
brother), noting that annual war expenditures had reached nearly $1 billion. According to Colonel Olcott, that
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money was spent with “no organized system for the prevention and punishment of frauds.”  These massive expendi-
tures raised international alarm and concern for America’s future.  A London newspaper warned: “National bank-
ruptcy is not an agreeable prospect, but it is the only one presented by the existing state of American finance.
Never before was the world dazzled by… more reckless extravagance.  Never before did a flourishing and prosper-
ous state make such gigantic strides toward effecting its own ruin.”

All types of corruption occurred. There were bounty jumpers who, after collecting a fee for enlisting, put
on a disguise or went to another location to reenlist again and collected another bounty. One peripatetic scammer
enlisted multiple times on a single New York trip, collecting bounties of several hundred dollars each at Albany,
Troy, Utica, Buffalo and Elmira.

Counterfeit currency was freely passed; good luck to those honest bidders who tried to buy something at
government auction.  Conspirators colluded to drive away competition by aggressively bidding so high that prices
became outrageous.  By doing so, unaware honest bidders would not dare attend another auction.  Smuggling was
big business.  Stephen Vincent Benet’s Pulitzer Prize-winning poem John Brown’s Body, included this verse:

“Shadows sliding without a light,
Through the dark of the moon, in the dead of the night,
Hoops for the belle and guns for the fighter,
Guncotton, opium, bombs and tea.
Fashionplates, quinine and history.”

Sutlers sold defective items to soldiers at enormously inflated prices, including watches that wouldn’t keep
time a few days after the purchase and coffee that was a “compound of roasted peas, of licorice, and a variety of
other substances, with just enough to give it a taste and aroma of coffee.”  More dangerous was spoiled food that
sickened or killed, leading one scribe to write:  “In every regiment more than one death could primarily be attrib-
uted to certain articles in the sutler’s tent.”

Quartermasters often withheld a significant portion of goods requisitioned.  For example, the quartermas-
ter might distribute only 70 pounds of a 100 pound meat requisition claiming supplies were so short that everyone
had to take a partial order.  Of course in his account books he claimed the entire requisition had been distributed,
thereby giving himself the remaining 30 pounds to sell for personal profit.  The soldier collecting the requisitioned
items would invariably complain that his regiment received half-rations, and then asked, or at least wondered, when
back rations would be distributed to make up for shortages.  Not surprisingly, the words “no back rations” were
often heard.

The most egregious schemes may have been those of fraudulent inferiority.  In the parlance of today’s law
enforcement it’s called product substitution.  Blankets sold as woolen were made of mystery materials; the only
thing certain is they didn’t keep soldiers warm or dry.  Tents made of cheap materials were considered valueless,
leading soldiers to testify they could better keep dry out of them than under.  A contractor named Charles C.
Roberts sold 50,000 knapsacks and 50,000 haversacks to the government, every single one, according to an expert,
“a fraud upon the government, for they were not linen, they were shoddy.”

Everything manufactured seemed shoddy.  The word could not be used often enough. The New York
Herald reported: “The world has seen its iron age, its silver age, its golden age, and its bronze age.  This is the age
of shoddy.”

Another contractor charged for nursing and subsisting three hundred and fifty men from the steamer
Cosmopolitan when in fact records revealed that only ninety-seven men were cared for.

Hats quickly dissolved in the rain and shoes fell apart, often in just weeks.  A Congressional committee
concluded the manufacturers sold five million pairs of shoes to the Union Army from 1861 to 1862, of which the
government reported they had been defrauded by at least $3 million:  “Shoes which were so bad that they could not
be sold privately had been palmed off upon the government.”

Forage for horses and mules was diluted by a dishonest mixture of oats and Indian corn.  A common fraud
was the sale of “doctored-up horses” with a dangerous result on cavalry movements.  A case of this sort ended up in
court where a judge stated that, “frauds were constantly perpetrated…It is well known that horses may be prepared
and fixed up to appear bright and smart for a few hours.”

“Never before did a flourishing and prosperous state make such gigantic strides
toward effecting its own ruin.”  
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Guns, which didn’t shoot, and powder which didn’t explode often caused more danger to the men using
them than to the enemy.  In one instance, the War Department sold a large quantity of condemned carbines for a
nominal sum to get rid of them, unwittingly bought the same ones back (at $15 each), sold them again at $3.50 each
to get rid of them, and unwittingly bought them back again (for $22 each.)

Another “dishonest parasite” profited immensely through fraud in oil contracts.  “Without having bought a
gallon of ‘the best wintry strained sperm oil,’ such as his contracts called for (and despite his taking the same at one
dollar per gallon, when the market price stood at two dollars), he had realized a profit of $117,000 on the year’s
transactions!”

In June 1861, the journalist Whitelaw Reid reported that the pantaloons of the Ohio soldiers were all in
rags after a week’s service.  Sending a sample of the cloth, Reid urged the folks back home to “put it up in the
counting room and let Ohioans see how Ohio troops in the field are clothed…As you will see…the material is not
strong enough to hold the stitches, and with the utmost care ‘rips’ of an inch or more are caused by every rapid
movement. It is an outrage to allow the troops to remain in this condition a day longer than is absolutely necessary
to get clothes here.”

The poem “Dedicated to Knavish Speculators who have Robbed the State” was published early in the war
in the Philadelphia Intelligencer:

“The world is flush of rogues and knaves,
Who sham the patriotic,
And hope to keep the people slaves,
By scheme and plan Quixotic;
While some are boasting what they’ll do
In ‘fuss and feathers’ dressy,
Let honest men prepare again,
To give the traitors ‘Jessie.’
From top to toe, from head to foot,
Our politics are rotten;
And those we pay are bribed to boot,
While justice is forgotten!
For every one that gets a chance
To serve the State, is stealing,
And honest men must pay again
For scoundrels’ double-dealing.
In court and camp it’s all the same,
From judge to quartermaster;
The devil takes the one that’s lame—
He should have robbed them faster!
For pork or progress, blankets, brief,
The roguery’s defended,
And honest men are told again,
The system can’t be mended.”

Secretary of the Navy Gideon Welles held nothing back in his diary when expressing his feelings about
General Dix and Senator Hale, two men he held in very low regard for their fraudulent ways:

“General Dix is pressing schemes in regard to the blockade…which are corrupt and demoralizing.
Dix himself is not selling licenses, but the scoundrels who surround him are, and he can hardly be igno-
rant of the fact.  The gang of rotten officers on his staff have sent him here.  One of the worst has his
special confidence, and Dix is under the influence of this cunning, bad man.  He has plundering thieves
about him—some, I fear, as destitute of position as honesty.

“A charge of bribery against a Senator has resulted in [New Hampshire Senator] John P. Hale’s

“It is an outrage to allow the troops to remain in this condition a day longer
than is absolutely necessary to get clothes here.”
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admission that he is the man referred to, acknowledging he took the money, but that it was a fee, not a
bribe.  ‘Strange such a difference there should be twixt tweedle-dum and tweedle-dee.’  This loud-
mouthed paragon, whose boisterous professions of purity, and whose immense indignation against a cor-
rupt world were so great that he delighted to misrepresent and belie them in order that his virtuous light
might shine distinctly, is beginning to be exposed and rightly understood.

“But the whole is not told and never will be; he is a mass of corruption…How little do the outside
public know of the intrigues of Congressional demagogues, who, under the guise of great public econo-
mists, are engaged in speculating schemes and fraudulent contrivances to benefit themselves, pecuniari-
ly!  John P. Hale, who is eminently conspicuous in this class of professed servants and guardians of the
public treasury, has been whitewashed for his three-thousand-dollar retainer.  The committee excuses
him, but proposes a law…on any one who shall again commit the offense.”

According to one journalist’s 1886 memoirs, many women engaged in disgraceful schemes of plundering
the Treasury by gaining favor with Congressmen controlling government spending:  “The most active advocates of
these swindles…were the lady lobbyists…the widows of officers of the army or navy, others the daughters of
Congressmen, and others had drifted from home localities where they had found themselves the subjects of scan-
dalous comments.”  Some became quite successful-- after all, “who could blame the Congressman for leaving the
bad cooking of his hotel or boarding-house…to walk into the parlor web which the adroit spider lobbyist had cun-
ningly woven for him?”

Edmund Burke said the only thing necessary for evil to occur was for good men to remain silent. During
the Civil War, a lot of good men stood silent, or at least looked the other way.

All it took was a scheme and someone to approve a false invoice or phantom delivery.  With huge illegal
gains, cooperation was purchased pretty cheap:  “Presents of horses, carriages, jewelry, wines, cigars, and friendly
help toward promotion” were passed “under a politer name than bribery.”  Another writer opined: “A little money,
a good deal of soft talk, unlimited liquor, and, occasionally, some pressure from superiors, went a long way.”

A man named Henry Clay Dean colorfully summarized in 1869 the enormous extent of the fraud.  Dean, a
lecturer, lawyer and writer, called his Missouri home “Rebel Cove,” and his masterful skills in oration led to his
nickname: The Orator of Rebel Cove.

“The quartermaster cheated the government in his official returns.  He cheated the farmer and
planter of whom he bought his provisions, in the weights, measures, exaction of his price, and if possible,
plundered it under the pretext of confiscation.  He finally cheated the soldier in the issue of his rations,
and murdered both prisoners and soldiers, by the substitution of deleterious compositions for whole-
some food and poisonous drugs for medicines.  His official life was a perpetual series of cheats and
frauds, impositions and oppressions.  The sutler exceeded, if possible, the villainies of the quartermaster,
availing himself of the soldier’s necessity and absence from stores and supplies; would charge him a
thousand per cent upon the market value of the necessities of camp life, tempt his last farthing by
shamefully perverting his appetite with villainous rum, and filch it from his pocket, which was due to his
destitute family at home.  The contractor, who supplied the immediate wants of the army, received his
contract as a personal and political favor, often with the distinct understanding that he might rob the
government at discretion.  Without compunction he furnished the government with shoddy clothes, ill-
made shoes, and such rations as were refused at the regular markets, and entered into the general system
of robbery and murder.  The war was made the occasion and the apology for every imaginable species of
fraud.”

Many people took note of the problem but were ill prepared to stop it.  Secretary of Treasury Salmon
Chase defensively noted in his diary:  “It is impossible for me to look after all the acts of all the agents of the depart-
ment…But whenever informed of any delinquency, I institute proper investigation, and…take proper measures…”

A Congressional committee investigating this “colossal graft” produced a scathing 1,109-page report, con-
demning “such prostitution of public confidence to purposes of individual aggrandizement.”  A Congressman lead-
ing another committee had this to say: “The starving, penniless man who steals a loaf of bread to save life you incar-

“Who could blame the Congressman for leaving the bad cooking of his hotel or
boarding-house…to walk into the parlor web which the adroit spider lobbyist
had cunningly woven for him?”
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cerate in a dungeon; but the army of magnificent highwaymen who steal by tens of thousands from the people, go
unwhipped of justice and are suffered to enjoy the fruits of their crimes.”

Secretary of War Edwin Stanton commended Colonel Olcott after the conviction of a man named
Kohnstamm who submitted $300,000 in fraudulent invoices:  “It is as important to the government as the winning
of a battle.” Following a four-day trial, Kohnstamm was convicted in twenty minutes.

The chairman of the House of Representatives made this opening remark about the extent of the fraud:

“In the early history of the war it was claimed that frauds and peculations were unavoidable; that
the cupidity of the avaricious would take advantage of the necessities of the nation, and for a time must
revel and grow rich amidst the groans and griefs of the people; that pressing wants must yield to the
extortion of the base; that when the capital was threatened, railroad communication cut off, the most
exorbitant prices could safely be demanded for steam and sailing vessels; that when our arsenals had
been robbed of arms, gold could not be weighed against cannon and muskets; that the government must
be excused if it suffered itself to be overreached.  Yet, after the lapse of two years, we find the same sys-
tem of extortion prevailing, and robbery has grown more unblushing in its exactions as it feels secure in
its immunity from punishment, and that species of fraud, which shocked the nation in the spring of 1861
has been increasing...The freedom from punishment by which the first greedy and rapacious horde were
suffered to run at large with ill-gotten gains seems to have demoralized too many of those who deal with
the government.”

President Lincoln got Congress to pass the False Claims Act in March 1863.  By combining this new
“Lincoln’s Law,” with the already existing financial rewards for reporting corruption, it was hoped that more allega-
tions of fraud would be brought to the attention of the government.  The process of collecting from the govern-
ment a percentage of funds recovered for reporting fraud is known as Qui Tam and had been around before the
Civil War, the first recorded use in 1755.  Qui Tam is short for a longer Latin phrase meaning something to the
effect of: “He as well for the Lord the King as for himself sues.”

Combating fraud had been remarked upon by the philosopher Thomas Hobbes, who wrote that the most
critical elements of war were force and fraud.  You lose with too little of one or too much of the other.

In the end, defeating Confederates proved easier than stopping fraud.  It was a decisive victory for the cor-
rupt band of contractors.  A Congressional committee summed it up this way: “The leniency of the government…is
a marvel which the present cannot appreciate, and history will never explain.”

Colonel Olcott estimated that twenty to twenty-five percent of the entire expenditures of the federal gov-
ernment during the Civil War, or approximately $700 million, were tainted with fraud.  Surprisingly, however, he
believed there was something worse than this “carnival of fraud.”  America could recover from theft and embezzle-
ment of enormous amounts because of its “boundless resources and unprecedented recuperative methods.”  More
pernicious, according to Olcott, was that “every dollar of this ill-spent treasure contributed toward a demoralization
of the people, and the sapping of ancient virtues.”  

In this verse, Stephen Vincent Benet shared his view of those making money on the war:
“And, should war and hell have the same dimensions,
both have been paved with the best intentions
and both are as full of profiteers.”

Paul N. Herbert recently completed a term as President of the Historical Society of Fairfax County, Virginia.  His email is:
pnh9202@verizon.net.
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BOOKS ON NUMISMATIC TOPICS TODAY ARE
coming off the press fast and furious, often self-published.

Sometimes this is a boon for collectors; sometimes it is just
noise.  Confederate Treasury Certificates:  a Collector’s Guide to
IDRS by George B. Tremmel, Pierre Fricke and John Martin
Davis Jr. (self-published by the authors) is definitely a boon.

A great many Paper Money readers express an interest in
Civil War finance, often collecting Confederate states and
Rebel Treasury Notes, which are well covered by several
authors.  Until now however, no author other than the late
Dr. Douglas Ball had treated these interim certificates serious-
ly.  For the most part, these forms were circulated to bond
purchasers until printed and issued bonds arrived at the 180-
or-more locations set up around the South to receive funds.

Authors Tremmel, Fricke and Davis provide a compre-
hensive catalog to this neglected field. An excellent historical
narrative provides background and context for these ephemer-
al paper documents, issued by several hundred different
depositaries.  Interestingly, in extreme cases certificates proved
a substitute currency being assigned in payment of taxes.

The bulk of the book, the catalog proper, treats of entries
from each of the 11 rebel states.  Rarity levels from R-1 (very
common) to R-16 (none seen) and valuations in two typical
grades (VG and VF) are given.  Excellent illustrations, virtual-
ly all in color, are provided for the various entries.  An exten-
sive group of cooperating collectors assures a broad represen-
tation of known types, and presumably realistic rarities and
suggested values.  Appendices provide lists of signers and loca-
tions, applicable CSA treasury legislation, and information on
CSA Treasury organization.

This book provides just about everything an individual
could want on the subject it treats.  It comes highly recom-
mended by a variety of dealers and collectors in the CSA field.

The undersigned
also highly recommends
this title to those inter-
ested in the Civil War
era. I’m glad to have it
on my own bookshelf.
Others will be grateful to
these authors, too.  

However, like so
many other self-pub-
lished books this reviewer
sees, the finished product
has flaws.  Organization
of the fore-part of the book is haphazzard (the first page in a
book should not be a sales spiel and authors’ biographies; the
Title Page of a serious work should not look like a circus
poster; and the other prefatory pages are jumbled up).  The
book has no index, although it does have those appendices.

Once again, my most serious reservation is simply the for-
mat chosen:  full color, expensive, heavy coated paper stock
that makes a niche title a $60 retail book.  There is absolutely
nothing about these documents that is interesting or visually
appealing necessitating color reproduction.  Doubtless for its
core audience, that price will prove to be a bargain, but its
hard to imagine a wide distribution of this book at that price,
which is the unfortunate result of the choices made.  A poor
formatting choice restricts this information to specialists.

The 511-page book is hard-covered.  Retail price is listed
at $60, but is available from co-author Fricke for $49 ppd,
according to ads he has run in this publication during recent
months. It is also available from many numismatic book
retailers.  Information is available from Pierre Fricke at P.O.
Box 52514, Atlanta, GA 30355 or pfricke@attglobal.net.       v
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